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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

Aries is edited by the Chair for History of Hermetic Philosophy and Related Currents  of the

University of Amsterdam and the Chair Courants sot riques et Mystiques dans l Europe

Moderne et Contemporaine  of the cole Pratique des Hautes tudes (Sorbonne), Paris.

Editorial Policy.

Aries welcomes articles and book reviews on all aspects of the study of esoteric currents in

modern and contemporary western culture. Contributions focusing on earlier periods

(antiquity, middle ages) will be considered if clearly relevant to the study of modern and

contemporary western esotericism. Western esotericism  is understood as including the

revival of hermetism and the so-called occult philosophy  in the early modern period as well

as its later developments; alchemy, paracelsianism and rosicrucianism; christian kabbalah and

its later developments; theosophical and illuminist currents; and various occultist and related

developments during the 19th and 20th centuries. Aries concentrates on historical rather than

sociological research, but encourages interdisciplinary approaches including the use of social-

science methodologies within a historical framework. While critical scholarship is very

welcome, Aries is not a podium for religious or ideological apologetics or polemics.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

The Editors will consider for publication articles that have not previously appeared or been

submitted simultaneously elsewhere. All manuscripts will be submitted to a procedure of

anonymous peer review. Authors will be required to sign a statement assigning copyright to

the publisher.

General Guidelines

As a rule, articles should be between 5.000 and 10.000 words. A disk plus three prints of the

manuscript (double spaced, including bibliography and footnotes; with broad margins; printed

on one side of the paper only) should be sent to the Editorial Address. The text should be as

flat  as possible; please emphasize words, phrases and titles of books by underlining, but

avoid boldface and italic.

Languages
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Abstracts

Articles written in French, German or Italian must be accompanied by an abstract in English

between 250 and 500 words. Articles written in English must be accompanied by an abstract

in one of the three other languages accepted by the journal.

Autobiographical Statement

Every article must be accompanied by a short autobiographical statement mentioning the

author s year of birth and institutional affiliation.

Illustrations

Articles may contain illustrations if these are clearly relevant to the argument, and referred to

in the main text. Clearing permission for reproduction falls under the responsibilities of the

author.

Notes and Bibliography

Articles must contain a complete alphabetically-ordered bibliography at the end of the main

text, according to the following format.

- Books: Author, A.B., This is the Title of his Book: This is the Subtitle, City:

Publisher Year.

- Articles in Journals: Author, A.B., This is the Title of the Article , Journal 5:1

(1999), 100-120.

- Articles in Books: Author, A.B., This is the Title of the Article , in: Editor, A.B.

(ed.), This is the Title of the Collective Volume, City: Publisher Year, 100-120.

Footnotes should be numbered consecutively for the whole article. They must refer to the

bibliography by giving the author s family name, an abbreviated title of the publication,

followed by page nr(s). For example:

-  Books: Author, Title Words, 112.

- Articles: Author, Title Words , 112-113.

Style Issues

Always use single quotation marks ( ) for relatively short direct quotations. Longer

quotations should be presented as a separate block of text, indented on the left, preceded and
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not enclosed in quotation marks. Double quotation marks ( ) are reserved for single words,

concepts or short phrases that are not a quotation.

Quotation marks should always precede punctuation marks. Footnote numbers in the text

should follow quotation marks but precede punctuation marks. For example:

This sentence contains one quotation 1; and ends with a footnote and a full stop2.

Book Reviews

Title description should be according to the guidelines used for bibliographies in articles (see

above), with additional mention of number of pages and ISBN number (if available). Book

reviews should not normally exceed a length of appr. 1500 words. They must contain a

critical discussion of the publication(s) under review, rather than merely summarizing the

contents. Reviews of considerably greater length (including reviews of several clearly related

titles) may be submitted as a review article, and may or may not contain footnotes and a

bibliography.

News rubric

Since Aries tries to keep its readership informed about recent and upcoming events relevant to

the study of western esotericism, the editors welcome announcements of conferences,

exhibitions etc.

The news rubric also provides room for short presentations of academic dissertations. Such

presentations should be submitted by the author, and the main text should not exceed 500

words. They must include information on how interested readers may secure a copy of the

dissertation.

Books received will be mentioned in Aries.


